CASE STUDY

Sutter Health

See How One Hospital
System Benefits From
Ease of Deployment
with iPhone-based vision photoscreener.

The Need

Dr. Richard Loomis, Pediatric Division Chief of Sutter Health Sacra-

mento, realized the need for earlier, routine instrument-based vision
screening for his pediatricians.

DR. LOOMIS: It takes kids until age 4 to be able to do a Snellen Chart

test, and until that point, pediatricians don’t have many good tools
for screening.

The Barrier

Dr. Loomis was well aware that for many hospital systems, there are

financial and deployment barriers to implementing best practices for
early vision screening.

DR. LOOMIS: The difficulties in moving big systems can prevent new

technologies from getting approved. Hospital systems are a little slow
in coming to new technologies sometimes.
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The Solution

After researching options, Dr. Loomis decided to pilot GoCheck Kids.
He soon realized that it was easy to deploy and had a low financial

barrier to entry, making it the logical vision screening solution for large
hospital systems.

GoCheck Kids is an easy-to-use, low-cost pediatric iPhone-based

photoscreening app that detects the risk of vision impairment, the
number one disabling condition in the U.S. per the CDC.*

Pediatricians and families value the application’s immediate screening

results used to protect over 5 million kids’ vision and counting. Hospital
systems benefit from GoCheck Kids’ administrative ease, modern

operating system, EHR integration, and cloud connectivity – giving
physicians more time to care for their patients.

The Results

DR. LOOMIS: The amount of effort to get GoCheck Kids up and rolling

throughout an organization, to actually executing in the clinics, is very
minimal.

GoCheck Kids made it no risk or cost at the outset, which played
a large role in why we were willing to invest. There were manpower

hours that were needed, but no equipment overhead that had to be

GoCheck Kids vision screening

solution is built for hospital systems.
Ease of use, EHR integration, and a

low financial barrier to entry, make it
easy to pilot, prove and scale.

budgeted for.

In terms of all the screenings that we do, whether it’s checking lead
or any of that, the yield on this screening is so much higher.

Vision is such a thing we take for granted. Anything you can do to catch
vision issues earlier can make a long term impact for that individual for
their whole life.

EASY TO DEPLOY

THROUGHOUT AN ORGANIZATION

LOW BARRIER TO ENTRY
NO RISK OR COST AT THE OUTSET

Visit www.gocheckkids.com or contact (866) 782-4695 to learn more.
* https://www.cdc.gov/visionhealth/basics/ced/fastfacts.htm
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